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“The same as always: The 
‘system’ has ‘detected’ 
something ‘unusual’. So they 
closed it for ‘security reasons’ 
and it will take days, if not 
weeks to reopen it again.”







The geniuses at WePay decided [Eden] didn’t deserve 
money because she would use it for porn. (Which, who 
even gives a fuck if she was? WE KNOW YOU GUYS ALL 
WATCH PORN, TECH BROS. BE COOL.) So they canceled 
her campaign and refunded her supporters’ money.

Long story short, Eden moved her campaign to a 
different site and exceeded her goal. But WePay, man. 
Y’all are douches.
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For people, getting paid with 
cards is still a challenge.

Neither legacy nor FinTech
systems do a good job for 
everyone all of the time.



1. Identify an important unmet 
need in consumer money 
technology

2. Provide some things to think 
about when considering a 
FinTech partnership



The problem with 
legacy payments



1. People can’t use them to get paid
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The problems with 
FinTech payments



1. They are run like social media 
start-ups



a. They are one-size fits all
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b. The platform is the 
client, not the person on 
either end of the 
transaction





“It’s like a bank 
with the customer
service of Facebook. 
Worst of both worlds.”



c. The primary value proposition 
is data + analytics, not stable 
payments 



d. The vision of success is 
funding + acquisition, not long 
term sustainability



The challenge remains…









Hello Michael. We are sorry to inform you that we are 
deactivating your account. Our account services team 
has reviewed your account and found a pattern of 
transactions associated with high risk activity.

“My initial thought was, 
'I'm done, this is going to 
be the end of me.'"



1963: “Cash may soon die 
everywhere because it 
simply can’t keep up with 
the fast-moving world. 
Cash simply hasn’t 
become modern.” 



Thank you
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